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Next level. 2014–2017

Ekaterina Inozemtseva, curator of the exhibition:
The “Next Level” exhibition plot revolves around
the relationships between the artwork — or the
image in general — and the observer. The obsolescence of the very term “image”, slowly depleting
reserves of images, of techniques, of the artistic means themselves, create a paradoxic situation: the viewers inject meaning into things which
appear before us as paintings, drawings or even
exhibition walls with perfectly mounted works.
Logutov assumes the position of a mediator, an
ideal intermediary between the image and the
viewer, painstakingly assembling postmodern or
modern compositions to study possibilities of contemporary optics and perception of artworks.
Metaphor of vision, of “expanded gaze” as put by
the Russian avant-garde classic Mikhail Matiushin,
unfolds in the very architecture of the exhibition:
it is organised as a kind of a catalogue of various
possibilities and life forms of the so-called white
cube, the ideal (as they still think) exhibition space
where nothing distracts from the significance of
what is happening there. Every block here features
certain elements like cuts or perforations which
make the entire space transit, open up unexpected
perspectives and points of view, create new,
sudden situations of observation of art.
Still, “Next Level” is not only a catalogue, an idle
list of variants of the “art observation” modes:
logic and vocabulary of organic life is applicable to
this exhibition.

It starts with the birth of the pictorial space that
emerges as a fact of a different, artistic reality.
Then its separate elements begin to “search for a
place” at the surface, oscillate while taking their
trajectories, and finally assemble into separate
artworks and compositions. After that, a symbolic human figure is introduced — the viewer
who verifies the complete, matured state of the
artwork now “ready” for public demonstration;
at the same time this evokes reflection of a different order in us: the picture (video, drawing)
withdraws from us, we are removed from it and
concentrate at the view of a mirror scene of “the
viewing the exhibition” that the picture depicts.
Then the viewer disappears, the picture starts to
“glitch”, interconnections of its various elements
weaken, and the “cells” of the system separate in
their individual movement. Finally, the decomposition processes intensify, revealing the matter
of the picture and its stretcher — everything is
diminished to diagram, flowchart of some unknown
processes. As a result, just like being pulled by
some kind of attraction force, pictures seize to
be separate objects: they couple together, pile,
losing their semantic and exhibition value. It is at
this moment that the void reveals itself, the gaps
of the physical space that turn into a kind of metaspace which houses memories of the exhibition,
its impressions stored in digital photographs.
The image as it is breaks seemingly free from its
“media chains”, even though it is not clear yet why
it needs so much freedom — the image becomes
a presentiment or a reminiscence of “immaterial”
relationships.

Non-local Glow

This classic variation of the “white cube” shows
works that denote space, potential presence of
the artwork; they are the background, the surface
tension, the first viable elements which would later
turn into a self-contained life form. We see the
“glowing atmosphere fog” without localisation;
the painting’s materiality seems weakened. This
does not have much in common with American
Minimalism experiments, like those of Robert
Ryman or Agnes Martin, where painting was a
valid statement, an autonomous entity. Rather it
reminds Matiushin and his students’ colourfield
tables created in pursue for their “zorved” system.
Here the future relationships between elements
of the painting is being harmonised, to repeat
Matiushin again. It is as if Logutov tested instincts
of the eye (both his own and his viewer’s), studying
new optics together with audience.

Intuition; from Lat. In (in-, into-) tueri (to look, to observe, to contemplate)

The next part assembles the already apparent,
physically concrete separate elements into
compositions emerging seemingly by chance.
This is a free combinatorics, the articles are not
connected (and not burdened) by conceptual
links, mutual context and so on. They hover in
zero gravity, stopping at the surface like a flight
suddenly frozen. One of the images central to
OBERIU in their time was that of circus as a
metaphor of the upside-down (zero gravity) world,
and artists close to OBERIU (eg Vladimir Sterligov)
often used this motive. Logutov seemingly
develops this metaphor of the upside-down world
of men and things by assembling proto-Modernist
collages.

From the series “Next Level”. Assemblage. Pictures. The cloth, plastic. 200x400 cm

Ausstellungmachen or “making exhibitions”

The next fragment of the show is situated in a
relatively open, free spatial structure and present
paintings depicting gallery walls. They do not
reference some particular exhibition venues
nor possess true proportions, but rather show
the universal prototype of an exhibition in ideal
white cube. These paintings are nor emasculated
digital models made with software, neither do
they possess that hand-made quality of diligently
painted walls with drafts glued over them as often
did pre-digital era artists. Not an “exhibition” but
its premonition. It seems like Logutov achieves the
ultimate degree of estrangement here (in the spirit
of Russian formalists). The exposition depicted
(paintings in conditional exhibition space) neutralises any personal relationships between the artist
and his works, sending him to a different orbit —
that of the vision and not of recognition, as Viktor
Shklovsky put it.

From the series “Next Level”. Canvas. Acrylic. 168х185 cm

I see / you mean
An additional instrument of this estrangement is
the introduction of the silhouette of the viewer
observing the painted works within the paintings.
Logutov creates the situation of self-ovservation, auto-reflection, and it is no accident that we
see mirrors in the next section. Mirror is not just
a decorative metaphor that unfolds the motive
of encountering oneself, observing oneself, but
a means to achieve an even more complex and
varied situation of perception of art. An old and
well-developed method of old masters, from Velasquez in “Las Meninas” and Van Eyck in “Arnolfini
Portrait”. One feels the segregation of pictorial
and physical spaces, it unpacks itself just like
in a diorama or a theatre set.

View of the exhibition “Next Level” in the art-centre “WINZAVOD”. 2017

Chronicles Of Decay
The dynamics of decay intensify in the next
exhibition fragment; this energy, as if following
the laws of physics, spread to individual artworks.
Links between pictorial elements weaken, the
surface suddenly shows seemingly “alien” details
that break its rhythm and proportions, destroy
the Modernist order of pure forms; harmonic
relationships seize to be, amplifying a sense of
disorder and withdrawing the pleasure of seeing
the harmonic, balanced panting from the viewer’s
experience.

From the series “Next Level”. Canvas. Acrylic. Inkjet printing. 90x110 cm

The decomposition rages on in this zone too,
though it is about the literal, physical trauma of
the pictorial surface here. It features cut-outs
that show the inside skeleton of the painting:
its wooden subframe. This gesture is free of
morbidness: Logutov’s physical intrusion does not
have anything to do with aestheticism of the 196070s arts (like Lucio Fontana or Gunther Uecker)
where canvas pierced with nails or cut-outs served
as ideal objects in the end. For Logutov, the new
physical state of his paintings is rather a new
optical possibility of viewing: through this window
one can see what happens within the exhibition
space.

From the series “Next Level”. Canvas. Acrylic. Inkjet printing. 99x139 cm

The final scene where the painting moves out of
the zone of human vision and perception, unfolds
when we see subframes piled in stacks as if at
a not-so-well-organised warehouse. We witness
a kind of a “null form” that Malevich proposed
in his description of his “Black Square”, the
null of painting, its physical absence, the void.
Yet if Malevich depicted the terminal phase of
panting, dreaming of its rebirth, here we deal with
the transformation of painting into some other
aggregate condition.

«Next level» video

watch video

Painting can be seen, but now instead of a three
dimensional space it occupies a sort of digital
limbo, like a dream or a memory of an image.
Digital photographs (their non-analog, “new”
nature is manifested by their glossy, shining
surface) are a catalogue, archive of memories of
the images seen in exhibitions. More precisely,
Logutov builds a kind of a dream architecture
depicting the space between the dreaming and
the awaken state of human consciousness. In
this zone, the physical givenness of painting as a
medium is overcome, it is almost a matrix, a womb
where the “architect” constructs the future life
scenarios. These are not apparent yet, its imagery
is deprived of electricity at the moment, and this
reminds what animation artists or computer game
designers do: they need sketches not to create
an image or to try some basic plastic ideas, but to
teach movements to characters, to think over their
dynamics and behaviour or to create entire worlds,
the phantom spaces of the main action.
Logutov’s exhibition enters a kind of a
limbo, changing its qualitative condition and
physical characteristics; moreover, this zone
decontaminates and detoxes the notions of
medium, white cube, exhibition and so on. We
are promised to move to “another level” with a
different atmosphere, where images and objects
are linked by completely different relationships
that we are yet to understand.

View of the exhibition “Next Level” in the art-centre “WINZAVOD”. 2017

Ruins of the Industrial. 2013

The artist’s number-one interest in this project is
the moment when industrial areas transform into
some-thing new. Specifically, his attention is drawn
to the moments, when vast spaces are ‘suspended’
in the state of ruination just before they change.

The exhibition view in “Regina” gallery. 2013

‘In the centre of Samara, where I was born and
then lived for a long time, there were giant industrial areas spanning dozens of hectares and
housing metalworking facilities with grandiose
machinery. The entire quarters were ruined and
then demolished. I was deeply impressed by the
beauty of those endless spaces collapsing. I filmed
numerous videos there, and then created installations focused that topic, and that was the time
when the project was born that was ultimately
named ‘Ruins of the Industrial’. - Vladimir Logutov.
The project brings together pieces created out of
metal and concrete – materials that are synonymous to all things industrial in the artist’s mind.
The exhibition looked like a ‘museum of recreated
ruins.’

Series ‘Pieces of Metal’ is several objects that look
like deformed metal sheets, but that are actually
completely flat sheets of blue steel with perforated images (made by holes of certain shape) that
create the illusion of them being three-dimensional.
Attached to a white wall, they look like misshapen
metal sheets floating in the air.
From the series “Pieces of Metal”. Perforated blued steel. 100x100 cm

Purely utilitarian objects with all their strict linearity were transformed into various abstract forms
having no other function than aesthetic. However,
creative search brought the artist to creation of
monuments to the passing industrial age, because
railways accelerated the technical progress at the
time. These are ‘Ruins of the Industrial Age’ of
sorts.

From the series “The Ruins of Industrial.” Steel, concrete. 210x70 cm

Structured spaces. 2011

watch video

A series of videos devoted to the perception of
space. When these works were produced, the artist
was fascinated by the theory of psycho-geography
(a movement in French social psychology and
philosophy which studies the psychological impact
of the city environment). He studied spaces –
natural and urbanistic – and was preoccupied by a
question: with the aid of which symbols, borders and
boundaries are they perceived?
“It was important to me that I create the types of
viewing of space that I couldn’t see with the aid of
traditional optics and, accordingly, they are absent
from my visual experience” (V. Logutov).
Here we see an attempt by the artist to reformulate
and restructure different types of space in natural
and city landscapes. Some of the videos have been
shot on the expanses of the Volga River when it
is frozen over – with the aid of simple signs and
editing within the shot, the artist achieves new
combinations.

watch video

We see two different views of different shores of the
frozen river, shot from the same point, that have
been verticalized and stuck together. They cease
being a city and a forest, forming an asymmetrical
pattern, framed by dark, revolving semi-spheres.
In the videos that follow, the eternal calm of the
same winter river and forest are disturbed in the
distance by symbolic elements – circles revolving
with “white noise” or a simple sign including within
itself a fragment of landscape.
watch video

Two of the other videos are “addressed” to the
city, and again the artist challenges us, breaking
down the stereotypes of perception not only of
space but also of reality, passing a view of a large
square “through filters” of multi-colored targets
or setting a vast road sign, forbidding vehicles
from entering, rolling between high-rise residential
buildings.

watch video

watch video

Additional element. 2007

This was the name of an exhibition that brought
together several separate series of works. It was
held at the Stella Art Foundation space in 2007.
This exhibit comprised the artist’s reflections on the
reverse side of the visual arts, that which remains
out of shot, beyond the working process. In this way,
Logutov experimented, swapping the “face” and the
“flip side” of art.
Exhibition view in “Stella Art Foundation” in 2007

Shadows. 2007
The series “Shadows” was based on the idea that
the spectator goes to an exhibition and, naturally,
casts a shadow on pictures which already feature
certain depicted shadows, whether they are lifesized shadows of the other viewers or objects that
have, in this way, taken on abstract forms. Thus,
the picture itself is an imprint of a presence from
the past and nothing more. It transpires, however,
that the viewers, for the artist, are more important
than anything else here – on their “presence” other
projects will be constructed (“Meetings”, 2013-2015,
and “Next Level”, 2016-2017).

From the series “Shadows”. Cardboard, acrylic. 100x110 cm

Negative drawing. 2007
In this graphic project, Logutov captures the
moment of the drawing from the other way round –
he depicts the movement that the artist makes
in pulling back the hand from one line in order
to start on another. He simply made traditional
artistic sketches, copying from an anatomical
atlas, but did this in an unusual way – his pencil
was sharpened at both ends and the hand was
placed between two sketch-boards with sheets of
paper placed on them. Having completed a stroke
or line, raising his hand and moving the pencil to
a new position for the next line, he involuntarily
touched the opposing surface on which the
traces of the technical movement in his work were
left. Thus, through the fixation of mechanical
movements, an image of a new level is created.

From the series “Negative drawing” Graphite, paper. 42x30 cm

Early video works. 2005–2006

The “Expectation” video installation`s view in a foundation “Modern City”. 2007

Expectation. 2006
In this video installation, the artist attempts to
create an image of uninterrupted Waiting that
has no resolution. This is a large video panorama,
within which the camera’s movement is synthetic,
which is to say created by a machine.
This is Logutov’s only video work where the movement of the camera is perceptible, and this is a
source of a powerful effect of alienation for the
author. This detached view of a crowd of typically
Russian people conveys to the viewer a feeling of
personal nonparticipation in this uninterrupted
flow. Through prolonged, attentive examination,
after a certain amount of time, the eye begins to
distinguish between the different faces that come
up time and time again, and it becomes obvious
that this Waiting is eternal.

installation view

watch video

Useless. 2006
The video work Unneeded depicts three youngsters in the foreground, jumping and hanging in
the air for a long time. Cars drive past, people
walk, birds fly, and nobody notices anything
strange or deems this to be of any significance.
Each character is in his or her own time flow. Here,
there is fast-forward, pause, real time filming,
another pause… The artist, as in many of his other
video works, combines the incompatible in real
life, though this is possible in an artistic work – he
brings together varied flows of time into several
planes of the composition.

watch video

Park. 2005
In the video work Park the artist, as in many of his
early videos, provokes the spectator to a higher
level of focus. Before us is a park in the evening in
the city of Stuttgart – at first glance, everything is
as in life: a beautiful theater building on the shore
of a lake, it’s warm, birds are singing, people are
walking, riding bikes, the smoothness of the water
is gently rippling. But gradually we notice that
something transient and strange is happening.
The reflections of the people in the water don’t
move like the people: sometimes they are slower,
sometimes they overtake their masters. Some
of the statues on the roof of the theater, from
time to time, come to life and move slowly, and on
the facade of the building you can see the same
ripples that are moving across the water. And
above all these, in the contours of a large tree, we
can make out the silhouette of the artist’s face.
All of these artefacts balance on the level of an
optical illusion, being barely distinguishable, and
they are aimed at arousing the spectator’s attention.

watch video

Episode. 2005
In this video, the artist grips the viewers’ attention with a provocative scene depicting a group of
people fighting against the background of a winter
cityscape and the pedestri-ans passing by.
“For me, it was an important, almost formal goal,
I created different flows of time within a single
video. Usually, the video can slow down, speed up
or translate time in the same way that we perceive
it in reality. I tried to carry out an ex-periment with
different speeds in different planes of the same
composition. In the same way that the different
planes in Perugio’s pictures are precisely divided:
the fore-ground, middle ground, background. The
people in the foreground move five times slower
than the pedestrians behind them, which, in principle, is impossible according to the laws of video
materials. But if you look carefully, you see that in
all the different planes, the people are the same,”
the artist explains.
The entire experiment, however, is difficult to
capture, it is camouflaged. The foreground provokes the viewer into re-flections on its contents.

watch video

Twilight. 2005
The video Twilight is a work about the twilight of
our consciousness and perception which, lacking
any protection against the sheer volume of information that assails it, is very vulnerable.
The camera is static, it’s set up in a window with
a view of a crossroads. At first glance, it appears
that we’re just observing a boring city landscape.
An additional dejection is added by the insipid
colors of a winter evening. It seems as if there is
nothing artistic here… But it’s not that simple: the
spectator’s attention to detail is crucial. Looking
carefully, we can see that at times the objects
don’t cast shadows. The cars drive when the traffic
light is red, stop when it’s green, and sometimes
disappear as they turn, driving round the post.
Some of the pedestrians, going beyond the same
post, disappear forever, whilst others are identical
to the others walking near to them; there are also
people without any heads.

Twilight is one of Logutov’s first video works. It
was back then that the artist had the idea that his
video could be seen as a video-picture, where the
emphasis would not be on the events taking place
in time, but rather on the changes taking place
within the shot. It is enough for the spectator to
notice one of these by chance for him to begin to
doubt his attentiveness and to switch to a deeper
level of perception. And then it is very possible
that much will be revealed.

watch video
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